meli provides home cooks with intuitive cooking, grocery
acquisition, and leftover prevention. The core values of meli
lie in solving the current issues of food waste in the industry.





Onboarding

Onboarding takes you through the meli
app showing you app tips, helps you pair
with your own meli device and pick your
preferred foods!

Recipe Browsing

rowsing takes you through curated lists
of recipes based on categories and your
set preferences. While browsing on this
home screen you can save recipes you ll
want to make.

Saved Recipes
and Delivery
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On this screen you can review your saved
recipes and add needed ingredients to your
cart. ou choose your portion size so meli
can ad ust the recipe to your needs. meli can
then deliver your correctly portioned
groceries to you.

Cook with Meli

Recipe
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On the recipe page you can get a
deeper look at the recipe you re going
to be making with meli ingredients,
description and, pictures.
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The Problem
People all over the world are
starving, while here in

the United States and other
countries, food is being
underutilized.
Our Solution
Our service consists of a seamless system that
intuitively interacts with each other to promote and
sustain a healthy and efficient grocery to plate
process. With a smart kitchen device and digital
platform, we guide the user through the process of
acquiring groceries and cooking their meals.
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ime to put down your phone and start
cooking with meli! our assistant will guide
you through your recipe step by step with
I and R pro ections. Once you are done
snap a picture and share it to all your
friends.
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